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141. the organization is given over to jesus christ. all the churches who gather in this assembly continue to bear the christian family name. let them,
however, without renouncing their own personality, recall that they are members of a single body and one family, a brotherly family, and that they are

called to bear witness.. to the humanity of christ, to his values, his truth and his love in every age and in every world. 297. quand il n'y a plus de mission
pour les mêmes que de faire la bénédiction du christ sur les malheurs de cette terre: mais qu'on leur fasse une haute mission de baptiser le monde, de

préciser et de sauver ce monde 478. the family, whose building-up and preservation are essential to the good of the entire social body, does not tolerate
the slightest attempt to wrench it from its natural structure, its deepest unity and its most genuine life. the family grows in participation, not in

replacement, thus forming a living sign of the unity, complementarity and indivisibility of human beings. the family is not an aggregation of individuals,
nor is the state an aggregation of families;[1130] each is a community, each has a proper place and its own purpose, each has its own nature and it is

that nature that must be fulfilled and respected. 88. the christian family, in fact, is called to live its authentic function of the domestic church, in
complete mutual fulfilment of its reciprocal functions of body and head, of word and sacrament. the fulfillment of this function requires of the christian

family a corporate conception of itself; it must consider its basic unity as the body of christ, the head of the church, and it must live the family which god
has joined together, as the church which unites the human race. in relation to both divine and natural law, the family is an indissoluble entity, with its
own rights and duties, its own rights and duties in the political area and its own duties in the economic and social area. both the head and the body of
the family have a social and juridical nature, which is not limited to the merely biological dimension of procreation, but which extends to all the other

essential dimensions of the living cell of the christian community. to the natural and particular feelings and affections of the family, in turn, the ecclesial
community adds that of the true social unity of all christians in the name of the bishop, who is the body of christ and the head of the church and, as

such, the spiritual father of his flock.[1131]
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the faith in the living god and in the free will that puts him in communion with us; the idea of god as creator and governor
of the world and of life on earth, in all its richness and mystery; the belief that the foundation of human existence is the
truth of christ, the revelation of the divine plan of love; the constant need to know, to love and to serve him more; the

grateful recognition of god' forgiveness and his justice in our human plight; the expectation of eternal life with him in the
heavenly jerusalem, the eternal city which is united with him as the bride from eternity; to love and serve men in a

sincere obedience to christ. this is the fundamental and comprehensive unity of all the teachings of the church. this is
christ' teaching; this is christ' church; this is the church of which the apostle paul was an eminent member.[1129] 558. on
a large scale, the church' is the community of men and women who are in the image of god and follow the liturgical signs
of the love of god and of his disciples for men and women, children and the poor, for all the world' (cf. cf. 26). she is the

communion of faith and hope in the risen christ: "men of one heart and one soul," who have been called to the way of life
of disciples of the lord of justice and mercy; who have been called to the task of shaping a society founded on the rights of

the human person and on respect for the sacredness of human life, thus enabling the reconciliation of peoples and also
that of individuals with the truth of their own being. 605. she is a gathering of the free and united people of god, gathered

around the risen christ, in whose body they are one bread and one body, so as to bring the saving benefits of christ to
every person and every nation: "until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the son of god" (cf. cf. 2:13).
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